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Molly Hodgson ’91 is Executive Director of New Hampshire Businesses for Social Responsibility.

Todd Bailey ’94 earned his JD from the University of Maryland in 1999. He is an attorney at the Natick Soldier Research Development and Engineering Center, advising and litigating in the areas of government contracts, ethics and procurement fraud.

Wendy Yoder ’94 Beach is Director of Marketing and Communication for Global Impact in Alexandria, VA.

Amy DeSantis ’03 is Business Development Specialist for FCm Travel Solutions in Boston.

Rachel Olsen ’04 joined the US Peace Corps following graduation and served in Turkmenistan. Today she is pursuing a masters at Tufts School of Medicine to continue her work in international development and humanitarian aid.

Nora Larkin ’06 has been promoted to Executive Assistant to the EVP of Academic Programs at IES Abroad in Chicago. She was recently engaged and named the winner of a Fulbright grant to teach English in Austria this coming academic year. After an August wedding, Nora and her new husband will be apartment hunting in Salzburg!

Alexandra Varga ’07 is Director of Creative Services for the Global Engagement and Outreach branch of MC Dean, an electrical/security/engineering company in Stuttgart, Germany.

Zach Zoulias ’07 passed the International Guild of Sommeliers’ exam making him one of the youngest sommeliers in New England. To pursue his interest in wine production, he worked last fall as an apprentice for Hopler Wines in Burgenland, Austria.

Holly Eaton ’09 will spend the coming year pursuing a masters degree in Social Anthropology at the University of Bristol in the UK.

Join UNH International Affairs Alumni networking group on LinkedIn!